Use of adenovirus protein IX (pIX) to display large polypeptides on the virion--generation of fluorescent virus through the incorporation of pIX-GFP.
The adenovirus (Ad) protein IX (pIX) is a minor component of the Ad capsid and associates with the hexons that make up the facets of the icosahedron. In this study, we investigated whether a large protein tag could be fused to pIX without compromising the Ad vector itself. As proof-of-principle, we generated a pIX-green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion protein. We show that a virus encoding the pIX-GFP can be generated and that pIX-GFP fusion protein was incorporated into the Ad capsid as efficiently as native pIX. In tissue culture, translocation of Ad/pIX-GFP from the outside of the cell to the nucleus could be followed using fluorescence microscopy, and the timing of migration to the nucleus was similar to that previously reported for Ad. We also could track the virus after injection into the tibialis anterior muscle of mice. Shortly after injection, the majority of the Ad/pIX-GFP accumulated in pockets adjacent to the muscle fibers, with some migration of the virus between fibers. Our ability to attach GFP to the Ad virion, through fusion to pIX, provides a valuable tool for virus tracking in vitro and in vivo. Moreover, our data indicate that pIX can be used as a platform to anchor proteins to the Ad capsid, such as large ligands for cell-type-specific targeting of the vector.